
 

 

If you’re interested in becoming a Holistic 

Practitioner in  

Systematic Kinesiology 

you’re in the right place!  

This is how people are reducing stress,  

easing discomfort and looking after their own health. 

You don't have to wait.  Start right now! 

It’s never been easier 

Dear aspiring holistic therapist, healer, mother or father seeking better health for 

themselves & their family 

It is said that to truly heal, the patient must have faith, confidence and belief in both the practitioner and 

in the modality/therapy.  For healing to take place, the practitioner is a vital part of the process.  It’s a 

case of, you can’t do it alone. Instinctively we have a sense when something is wrong.  But it can seem 

confusing because of the often conflicting messages about what’s healthy and what’s not.  But your body 

holds the key to its own health, to optimal health. What Systematic Kinesiology offers is a powerful tool 

to finding the root causes, and unlocking the answers to what the body needs to create the right 

environment to self-heal. 

I am a woman on a mission and delighted that you are drawn to holistic health and in 

particular to the Systematic Kinesiology approach. My name is Siobhan and I am Principal 

of The Academy of Systematic Kinesiology (TASK) based in the west of Ireland. 

Systematic Kinesiology has been my passion since I first attended a practitioner in 1995 

and then attended my first workshop with Brian H Butler, the founder of Systematic 

Kinesiology.  I am so excited because Kinesiology has not only helped me personally to transform my 

health and my life, many 1000s have benefitted too because of the excellent work our Academy 

graduates do. 

We believe in the holistic approach to health and wellness. The holistic approach means that we 

acknowledge how all the areas of our life – physically, emotionally, nutritionally, energetically and 

spiritually - are interconnected.  If your body is expressing symptoms like low energy, headaches, back 

ache or digestive problems, we don’t just look at the physical nature of those but also the diet, emotions, 

beliefs, and the impact your lifestyle, your choices and ultimately the power you have in your hands to 

understand, change, and heal. 
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And that’s where you come in.   

Like many students before you, your interest in holistic health and your desire to improve your own 

health means you will be equipped to help others.  Maybe you feel called to do just that - help others 

where it matters most, their health. 

Systematic Kinesiology is a terrific opportunity for you because the TASK approach is so holistic.  It can 

help with so many things, that you can help everyone.  It’s so inclusive and whether your interest is in 

nutrition, energy, emotions, or health and wellbeing, this is the course for you. 

The “Balanced Health Foundation Course” is where everyone starts to learn the basics of Systematic 

Kinesiology and muscle testing.   

 

This course is IDEAL for you if you: 

• are already trained in a therapy and want to add new skills to your range of services  

(like food testing, emotional de-stressing, energy balancing …..) 

• have absolutely no training but feel drawn to help others in a deep way 

(and more likely feel unfulfilled in your present job and know you’re meant for more) 

• want to help your family experience better health and make less trips to the doctor’s surgery! 

(help your kids with worries they find difficult to express, improve reading & writing skills, and enjoy 

increased energy levels as you know which foods to eat and which to avoid.) 
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 This has been a life changing experience for me and 

I’m so happy I’m doing Kinesiology Cathal McKenna 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introducing the Balanced Health  

Foundation Course in Systematic Kinesiology 

The four levels of the T.A.S.K. Balanced Health Foundation Course, (approved by the 

U.K. Government Adult Ed. Dept.), have been designed to give students, whether 

professional practitioners or lay people, a sound and practical approach to pure 

authentic Applied Kinesiology. 

 

This four month training course will offer you and your family hope, confidence and 

improved health!  You’ll be educating yourself with the skills necessary to know 

what’s right and what’s not for you, as well as having the knowledge to help balance 

the body and deal with stresses as they arise. 

 

Like any skill, it takes practice to learn this new tool.  However from day one you will be expertly trained 

to accurately muscle test, how to fix what you find, and throughout the course you’ll gain in confidence, 

experience and as well enjoy improved health!  Systematic Kinesiology is true prevention, by uncovering 

beliefs, imbalances, and blocks to optimum health that you didn’t even know where a problem.  Because 

of course, the body knows what’s best. 

 

The body strives to keep you in balance, to survive and is always doing its best.  So if you’re struggling, 

feeling tired, then what you’ve been looking for is right here – Systematic Kinesiology gives you the tools 

to find out what you should be avoiding food wise, how to de-stress emotions, and help you to feel great 

with simple to learn techniques to balance the body.   
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And if you are already a Natural Health Care Practitioner…   
Regardless of your field of expertise, you will find that Systematic Kinesiology will provide you with a 

range of ‘tools’ and skills which will add to and powerfully enhance your ability to help your clients. Even 

if you feel fine, you may like to experience a session with a kinesiologist yourself to get the ‘feel’ of 

Systematic Kinesiology.  The Association that recognises our courses is the Association of Systematic 

Kinesiology (ASK) in Ireland.  The Association maintains the national register and you can find a 

practitioner on the website which is www.kinesiology.ie. 

 

The Vital Philosophy offered by T.A.S.K. Ireland 
 

There are many ways of learning Kinesiology. Not all will give the student the correct emphasis. T.A.S.K. 

trainers will constantly emphasise that we deal with each person as “A WHOLE BEING”. 

Many give lip service to the ‘wholeness’ concept, but often lose sight of it when working 

with people. T.A.S.K. asks students to live and practice this philosophy since it is the 

power of Systematic Kinesiology. Here is a selection of just some of the practical 

techniques and the benefits of applying them that you will learn on this Course. 

 

 

You can treat a wide range of health conditions – effectively and naturally 

Systematic Kinesiology is not restricted to one area of health.  There are many courses that do specialise 

in one area; however Systematic Kinesiology allows you to work with almost all cases of chronic health 

problems regardless of type.  We do not treat disease.  We are interested in helping you get healthy 

This is an exciting time to be learning Systematic Kinesiology 
Many people just don’t have time to attend lots of workshops due to family commitments, caring for 

others, or job reasons. For years students have pleaded to have muscle testing videos so that they could 

review between classes.  Well technology allows us to do that and in April 2013 we gathered all our 

instructors together in the “Spring Intensive” and video’d the content.   You can now have access to this 

library – it’ll feel like you were there too! 
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Let your body tell you what it needs to heal 

 

At the end of the four months, you will have learned  
 

• natural, safe, effective, drug-free techniques that can be used on people of all ages, in a non-

intrusive way. 

• an amazing amount about YOU - personal development and self-growth.  This inspires your life 

and your family’s life in more ways than can be described.  

• how to help common issues in people’s lives with practical and effective techniques that will help 

change lives. 

• and understand we are more than just physical beings and that is reflected in the teaching and 

philosophy of the course. This is something that can’t be taught from a text book; it must be 

shared and experienced. 

• that emotional problems can be resolved without lots of “talking it out” or going through painful 

memories. 

 

You are eagerly learning something you want to know more about, so class isn’t like a classroom; it is 

with like minded positive people coming together and learning for the joy of learning how to improve 

health and wellness.  With this training you will see an improvement in your health and that of your 

family and friends, and eventually your clients if you decide to train to practitioner level.  With ALL the 

mini-treatments you get in the live practice sessions you leave feeling full of energy and vitality.  This is 

time for YOU. 

 

What do you learn on Balanced Health?  
 

BALANCED HEALTH LEVEL 1                   
 

Some Level 1 Techniques 

Stress reduction in learning 

Help for mental fatigue 

Muscle testing as a language 

Muscle testing of 15 muscles 

The “Whole Person’ approach 

X-Crawl for co-ordination 

Emotional Stress Release 

Dehydration Test 

Water/Psoas/Backache 

Preview of Food Testing 

Diaphragmatic Breathing 

Meridian Energy Flows 

“Wheel Energy” balancing 

Sartorius for Stress 

Responsible Muscle Testing 

 The benefits you can enjoy 

Learning Kinesiology is simple 

Sharpens your wits and alertness 

The amazing assessment tool 

Learn the powerful wheel balance 

Truly ‘wholistic’ health care 

Improve brain power, memory 

Emotional turmoil evaporates 

Pure water is vital to health 

Pure water can help backache 

Learn to find what food is good  

Helps give more energy 

Tunes up your energies 

The basic “Complete Balance” 

Improved ways to deal with stress 

Accurate and reliable results 

 

Level 1 includes an overview of the four levels, and introduces many of the topics which are covered in 

more depth as the tutorials progress.  Plenty of time is allocated for hands-on practice of each technique 

in the work shopping sessions. This way, students will be able to get the most out of the course.  
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BALANCED HEALTH LEVEL II and III  

LEVEL II TECHNIQUES 

Pulse Synchronisation 

7 Factors of Inter-Vertebral-Foramena 

Surrogate Testing 

Neuro-Vascular mapping 

Neuro-Lymphatic mapping 

Meridian Wheel Energy Flow  

Food Sensitivity Testing 

Nutritional testing 

Breast Decongestion in 1-2 minutes 

Phobias relief in 1-2 minutes 

 “Lazy Eights” and Writing 

Ears as Aerials for hearing energy 

Visual Inhibition 

Reading blocks 

Kinesiology for PREVENTION 

Six new muscle tests 

Correct Bio-Energetic “Switching” 

Wrist pulses to read excess energies 

“Self-Talk” and “Self-Esteem” 

General Stress Syndrome 

Gait energy balancing 

How long do “corrections” last? 

 THE BENEFITS YOU CAN ENJOY 

Helps to remove compensations 

Greater understanding of the body 

Invaluable to help babies, aged, etc 

N-V’s Enhance blood flow energies 

N-L’s Enhance Lymphatic flows 

Restores meridian energy flows 

Find foods best eaten or avoided 

Find vitamin and mineral deficiencies 

Relieve breast lumps and pain 

Dispel most phobias, enable self-help 

Improves creativity and writing 

Retain more of what you hear 

See better, easier, and clearer 

Resolve them & read more easily 

Prevention is better than “cure” 

Using muscles for specific problems 

Unscrambles confused energies 

Resolving excess meridian energy 

Raise you own/others’ self-esteem 

Healing power of Baroque Music 

Move with improved co-ordination 

Know when a “balance” is needed 

BALANCED HEALTH LEVEL IV 
2nd live workshop – an opportunity to 

review the above, and learn new ways to help 

Holistic balancing overview 

Balance workshops “in the mode” 

“Figure of Eight” Energies 

Bi-lateral Piriformis weakness 

Bi-lateral Hamstring weakness 

Fix it in motion 

Meridian “Flushing” 

Balanced Affirmations 

Pain dispersal with E.S.R. 

Tissue Memory Scanning 

Left/Right Brain Integration 

Relieving muscle cramps 

A glimpse of Advanced Training 

 How to “balance” in wholeness 

Makes balancing more powerful 

Balances part of the “Aura” energy 

How to help back and jaw pain 

Help relieve lumbar/sacral pain 

Powerful additional balancing skill 

Revitalises meridian energy flow 

Helps affirmations work better 

Relieve pain naturally without pills 

Relieve old emotional “scars” 

Enjoy being more alert and flexible 

Quick way to relieve cramp pain 

QuoVadis -new horizons in balance 
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REVIEW OF THE BALANCED HEALTH TEXTBOOK 
 

Here is what eminent Kinesiologist Dr. Sheldon C. Deal, N.M.D., D.C., himself a pioneer of Kinesiology and long-term 

Chairman of the Diplomate Examining Board of the International College of Applied Kinesiology (I.C.A.K.), and a 

close friend of Dr. George Goodheart D.C., the founder of Applied Kinesiology, had to say about the Balanced Health 

Textbook: 

 

“This book is an excellent place to start. No matter what your ultimate Kinesiological aspirations may 

be, Brian Butler has done a really masterful job in laying down the basic tenets of Kinesiology in this 

textbook. His approach will help beginners to get off to a good sound start, and avoid the many pitfalls 

that are so common today in the therapeutic world, and especially in the field of Kinesiology.” 
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So what’s the difference between Applied Kinesiology and 

Systematic Kinesiology? 
 

There seems an almost infinite number of “Kinesiologies” around and it may seem confusing to those 

new to the field.    Here’s a little history about Applied and Systematic Kinesiology. 

 

In 1964, Dr. George Joseph Goodheart Jr made the first correlation between finding 

a weak muscle using manual muscle testing and then employing chiropractic 

therapy to make it stronger.  Then he looked beyond the chiropractic profession to 

the fields of biomedicine, osteopathy, acupuncture, dentistry, nutrition, 

biochemistry, and others for methods to increase the health and well-being of 

patients based on using the body itself as a diagnostic tool.  Dr. Goodheart had a 

unique way of looking at a patient´s problem and asking, “Why is that?” This 

allowed him to correlate many different types of examination and treatment 

procedures into a unified method of examining and then treating many difficult patients. 

Dr. Goodheart wrote many works on Applied Kinesiology, and lectured on the topic often. Among his 

many professional honours, he was the first chiropractor to serve on the U. S. Olympic Medical Team in 

1980. 

Applied Kinesiology was first discovered in 1964 and developed by Dr George Goodheart 

and a group of enlightened Chiropractors including Dr John Thie, Dr. David Walther, and 

Dr Sheldon Deal. Sadly Dr. Goodheart died in 2008. Although AK’s components are 

ancient in origin, it is an entirely new concept.  AK uses muscle testing as a diagnostic 

tool and uses reflexes to stimulate the lymphatic and vascular systems to help bring 

balance to the body.  AK is a term that can only be used by graduates of the International 

College of Applied Kinesiology. 
 

Brian H Butler first discovered AK and TFH through Dr John Blossom in London in the 

1970s. Brian Butler was the first person to bring Kinesiology in the form of TFH to Britain 

and Europe.  However as more and more unauthorised modifications came to be used in 

TFH over the years, and a virtual “alphabet” of other “kinesiologies” were developed by 

individuals, he took the decision to stay true to the original teachings of authentic 

Applied Kinesiology by founding “Systematic Kinesiology” and the Balanced Health 

Course in 1980.  Systematic Kinesiology is not based on Brian Butler’s own ideas or 

beliefs, but only on the sound principles and the thorough research of authentic Applied 

Kinesiology techniques. On the Balanced Health course you’ll “meet” him online. 
 

Dr Sheldon Deal runs a busy clinic in Tuscon Arizona.  Dr Sheldon Deal, while Chairman of 

the ICAK Diplomate Examining Board, each year for over 20 years presented the latest 

research and updates in London to TASK graduates, and was therefore instrumental in 

the development, updating and growth of Systematic Kinesiology.  Many of these 

techniques are included as part of the TASK Diploma Course. 

 

 

Siobhan Guthrie was taught directly by Brian Butler and attended many of Dr Sheldon 

Deal’s seminars in London.  She graduated in 1998 and founded TASK Ireland in 2000.   

On moving to the West of Ireland in 2001, Balanced Health Courses started to be 

organised in many different locations around Ireland, and she now has a team of 

instructors to support TASK’s mission.  The Academy is run by Principal Siobhan Guthrie 

who primarily teaches the Diploma Course in Advanced Systematic Kinesiology, though 

you’ll meet her on the video tutorials, the Facebook group and on monthly calls.   
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Why you should choose TASK Ireland 
Our courses are among the most thorough Kinesiology courses available  

and are of the highest standard. 

 
• All our highly qualified and experienced instructors are dedicated to helping YOU get 

the most from the training. 

 

• We aim to run our courses in a stress free, fun environment. 

This isn’t school a) this is adult education, where students WANT to be; b) we run a supportive 

class to help all levels; c) we teach a technique, demonstrate the technique, and then you 

workshop, so learning feels easy. 

• Our courses are run part time, so that you can fit learning around work & family life. If you can’t 

do a level in one location, you can transfer to another location. 

• We offer payment plans on all our courses, as we recognise that it’s not always possible to pay in 

full up front. Very few training courses do this. 

• As a diploma student you are represented by the Association of Systematic Kinesiology in 

Ireland, the professional body and can avail of member benefits, such as our reduced rate group 

scheme insurance, Newsletter, support and promotion. 

• We include ALL books, test kits, equipment and materials that you need. 

We provide everything you need to complete your training.  What isn’t included isn’t essential to 

your training and therefore keeps the fees to a minimum. It also leaves that choice up to you. 
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Do you feel drawn to helping people and dream of a career in holistic health?   
It is said that life without health is no life at all.  And while you may have your health, there are many who 

don’t.  If you’ve been drawn to help yourself and others there is no greater calling.  For some it means 

going into the medical profession, but I know that for many the holistic field is more their choice. 

 

• Do you have friends asking you for advice about life stuff? 

• Do you have oodles of compassion for others that you feel drawn to help others? 

• Does it feel wrong when drugs or surgery are the “only” solution to a health problem when 

you instinctively just know that’s not true? 

• Have you had your health transformed through the work of another Kinesiology practitioner 

that changed everything? 

 

If any of this resonates with you, then we’d be delighted to see you on one of our courses.  You are one 

of us!  We are the weird, crazy ones that like to eat healthy food, see sugar, gluten, or anything 

genetically modified as no longer a food source. We are passionate about understanding the cause of 

symptoms, try various supplements, tonics and herbs; and ultimately we know deep down that life and 

good health are a journey.  We’re not perfect by any means. But like us, you know you were meant for 

more. You do have a gift and a need to help others so that you can experience a truly joyful life. 

Regardless of your previous experience in holistic health, everyone starts with the Balanced Health 

Course.   We do our utmost to ensure that you get the most out of the class, so that you are confident in 

your new skills and to start helping others (and yourself) straight away.  

 

What does the Balanced Health Course include?  
There are four levels to the Balanced Health Course, starting with the Level I weekend – a live workshop.  

You’ll find the current course locations and dates on the website.   After you’ve attended the first live 

weekend, you then start the 8 week online course.  We give you a workbook and all the hand outs and 

materials you need at the first weekend.  You will often have longer than 8 weeks to complete it, before 

you attend the 2nd and final live weekend.   

Everything covered in each of the tutorials of the four levels is designed to be of practical application and 

value from day one. Everyone can use the simple, useful and exciting techniques safely on their clients, or 

family, children or friends with great effect straight away.  Our live weekends are taught by our 

experienced instructors, either Elma Murphy, Des Richmond, or occasionally Siobhan Guthrie.  The Online 

Video Library you learn from the whole team, including Siobhan Guthrie and Stephanie Mills.  See below 

and on the next page for more details of how the Balanced Health Course is run. 
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KINESIOLOGY VIDEO LIBRARY 

This is a crucial part of the course. You have access to each “module” of content for “levels II and III” and 

where we go through a particular topic AND the individual videos if you want to learn a technique or 

review a muscle test. You get access to all the content from Levels I-IV to be able to press play when you 

can, pause when you wish, rewind to review, and complete the course in your time. 

 

MONTHLY FOCUS & Q&A TELECLASSES 

Over the four months of the course you’ll get direct access to 

Principal Siobhan Guthrie on our monthly focus lecture and 

Q&A.  Each month, we will go more in depth into a Systematic 

Kinesiology topic or approach, as well as open up the call for 

some Q&A.  It means you can ask more questions about the 

content you are learning and support you where you need it to 

keep you moving! 

 

AMAZING SUPPORT IN OUR PRIVATE FACEBOOK GROUP 

We also acknowledge that when you’ve got a question might 

not want to wait till a call to get it answered.  Well with your 

membership in our exclusive Kinesiology Facebook private 

group you can post questions and get answers promptly.  These 

questions will be there for everyone to see and learn from too! 
 

AND OF COURSE YOU HAVE TWO LIVE WEEKENDS 
The Balanced Health course launches with a 2 day LIVE workshop in various locations:  See website  

Prior to the first live weekend you may be able to start some of the online learning, from 

the Kinesiology Video Library.  As soon as you book your place we will send you a link to 

the first preparatory material.  This will help you to gain a benefit even before the live 

weekend! 

BUILD NEW SKILLS, FEEL CONFIDENT AND INSPIRED TO HELP OTHERS,  

GAIN SIMPLE TOOLS TO FEEL ENERGISED and BALANCED! 

 

WHAT SOME PROFESSIONALS SAY ABOUT 

THE ACADEMY TRAINING 
The information given originally in four weekends would be made into a one year course by some 

trainers. Mr. Butler, Siobhan Guthrie and staff make it so devastatingly simple, it hardly seems possible 

that the techniques so easy to learn can be so powerful, yet we see them work before our eyes and 

underneath our own fingertips.                                    P.G. Naturopath 

 

With the Academy training, I am confronted with a whole new way of thinking which I know is going to 

revolutionise the way I work from tomorrow on.  S.S. Nutritionist 

 

As a teacher with twenty years experience, I marvel at the way Mr. Butler and Faculty convey 

information. It should be compulsory for all teachers to experience the methods used in these riveting 

seminars to give the meat of such a complex subject with such simplicity.                                            A.V. 

Counsellor 
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If you’re interested in your health and that of others come then grab this opportunity with both hands. 

You certainly will not regret it. I feel truly blessed to be gaining knowledge and being taught the tools 

to treat the body in a wholistic way! Especially the era we live in now it is more important than ever 

that people train in Systematic Kinesiology.                                   Emma Nicolls, BH Student 

This is something so special that it would be a shame to miss this opportunity! The amount of 

knowledge you will have gained will be priceless and will change your lives and the lives of your 

nearest and dearest!               Sheila O’Hanlon, BH Student 

 

 

 

 

 

So by now, you’re probably wondering what the investment is 

to join the Balanced Health Foundation Course.   

Well you can imagine that we’re not giving this course away! And with all the life enhancing, health 

protecting techniques you’ll learn it’s sure to save you thousands in future doctor’s bills!  We’ve 

purposely kept the price modest (and there hasn’t been an increase in 5 years), because we want to keep 

this course available to everyone.  There is also the option to pay by instalment. We’re bending over 

backwards to keep this affordable.  

We value the course at over €1,500, which covers all the online and live training (which is over 24 hours 

of class time, and the whole course virtually), and the items essential for your training - there is nothing 

extra to purchase as we are including all the essential items.  We include: 

 

THE BALANCED HEALTH TEXT BOOK 
The book that contains everything you need to know to muscle test.  This book has a wealth of 

information that every time you dip into it you learn something new. 

 

FOUNDATION COURSE PASS TO THE KINESIOLOGY VIDEO LIBRARY 
You’ll be issued with a login & password to access the videos and online content.  You also get 

LIFETIME ACCESS to the video tutorials. 

 

    SUPPORT MATERIALS  

• Introductory food testing kit;  

• Stress reduction CD and speaker kit  

• The Breast Care manual  

• Introduction to Kinesiology Welcome Pack (sent to you when you book your place) 
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MONTHLY FOCUS LECTURE & Q&A TELECLASSES  

With Siobhan Guthrie and your Balanced Health instructors 
Each month we’ll focus on a topic that will be help you have a greater understanding for about 

30 minutes and then a general Q&A session for a further 15 minutes. These are held live, and 

all are recorded so you can listen in when your schedule permits.  

ATTEND Workshop I: “Mastering the Muscle Test” AND  

Workshop 2: “Pulling it all together” – LIVE  
– just select your preferred venue 

 

The fee for the Balanced Health Foundation Course is just €997.  That’s how much I want YOU 

to have better health.  AND if the full pay option doesn’t suit, the flexible instalment plan is 

available. Details are on the website www.KinesiologyZone.com/booknow. 

 

Plus… 

When you book two weeks in advance of each location’s Workshop I weekend, you get a FREE 

ticket to TASK Ireland’s Annual Conference in 2015 which is a mix of teaching, balancing, work 

shopping, meeting other graduates and whole load of FUN! Value €197 

 
Your Balanced Health Course does not include:  

Travel costs to live venues, any accommodation, lunch or parking fees if applicable.  

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

You don’t need any prior therapy education, previous skills, 

or experience at all.  We’ve seen taxi drivers, nurses, 

teachers, mums, dads, accountants, and people of all ages, go 

through this course, with the same great results.  Systematic 

Kinesiology is also a wonderful skill for practitioners of other 

therapies, and we’ve had massage therapists, reflexologists, 

acupuncturists, cranio-sacral therapists, reiki and loads more 

….!  Regardless of your previous experience in holistic health, 

everyone starts with Balanced Health. 

 

You aren’t “too busy” to learn Systematic Kinesiology. The 

Balanced Health foundation course is teaching you a 

practical skill, but you won’t have an overwhelming amount 

of home study to do.  Many of our students are working full 

time, and they have told us that they could easily manage 

and practise the techniques in between classes in just one 

hour a week maximum (which was very achievable by giving 

up some TV!). 

First, I know you’ll find this the most valuable course in health ever offered. But I realise you might still 

have some doubts, so I want you to take away any risk for you.  While we can’t guarantee that everyone 

who attends you will get out of pain in class, what we can guarantee is that we will put our 

best into the teaching, to share with you the incredible power of Systematic Kinesiology, 

and share our experiences of how working with clients has shaped their lives and our own.   

We will do our utmost to ensure that you get the most out of the class, and can be 
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confident with your new skills.  If you don’t agree that you’ve learned multiple ways to reduce your stress 

after the first weekend, just ask for a refund.  I’m so confident that you’ll learn so many stress 

management tips that I’m willing to offer you a full refund if it’s not what we promised. 

Each location is limited to only 12 spots,  

and these spots will be filled quickly 

You have an opportunity to hop on board the most amazing adventure possible in holistic health. To be 

able to live a life of good health, great energy, everything you need to take control of your health 

decisions.  Systematic Kinesiology puts you in control.  

 

HERE’S WHAT TO DO NEXT  
 

This is an amazing opportunity to really make a difference to how you feel NOW.  I know you want to 

have boundless energy, good health and enjoy life.  Why wait for something when it’s available now and 

could change your life to … a lifestyle you want and deserve. 

There are probably lots of reasons that you’ll put down this letter and not take action TODAY, but life 

can’t change until we do something different.  This course is starting very soon, and places are filling up.  

We have only about 10-12 places on each course.  You probably already know that Systematic Kinesiology 

is for you.  Maybe it’s turned up in your life a few times, or if you are like others who’ve said “it feels like 

Systematic Kinesiology found me”.  

Fill in the attached booking form if you wish to send your payment by cheque.  Or you can visit 

www.kinesiologyzone.com/booknow if you wish to make your payment online, via PayPal/credit card. 

 

Oh yes, and finally, did I mention that our classes are fun? This is not school! This is, instead, simple-yet-

advanced education for adults… who finally want to learn how to take control of their life, help others to 

do the same, and have a real interest in holistic health. 
 

Now… if you’re ready for the ride of your life to begin… 
 

You’re in good hands.  

I look forward to hearing from you. 
 

Siobhan 
 

 


